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A-C
Basil Leaf Whole
68037 · Durkee · 26 OZ

Bay Leaves Whole
68049 · Durkee · 12 OZ

Whole Basil Leaf offers a convenient way to add a
traditional ﬂavor to Italian foods and other dishes. Its
aromatic and deep ﬂavor has a longer shelf life than fresh
basil and will also save time, labor and money.

These bay leaves are imported from Turkey. Imported leaves
have a much smoother ﬂavor and are more complementary to
food products, while the domestic leaves that many use are
more bitter and have a strong menthol ﬂavor.

Cajun Seasoning
68072 · Durkee · 22 OZ
Cajun Seasoning is convenient, consistent and costefﬁcient. Increase your check average by creating a “Cajun
Grilled Chicken Sandwich” or “Cajun Prime Rib.” Paying as
little as a penny a serving for additional food cost allows
you to increase the selling price by over a dollar.

Celery Seed Whole
68079 · Durkee · 16 OZ

Medium Chili Powder
68083 · Durkee · 16 OZ
Already blended for use, this Chili Powder provides a
consistent ﬂavor, and a convenient, easy-to-use way to add a
Tex-Mex ﬂavor to foods. It also requires less labor and is more
cost efﬁcient than blending your own version of chili powder.
Medium Chili Powder has a light color which will produce
lighter ﬁnished products. It has a balanced ﬂavor with Chile
and spice ﬂavors. (Gluten Free)

Chesapeake Bay Spice
68091 · Durkee · 26 OZ

Celery Seed is a versatile product that adds visual appeal,
as well as a strong celery ﬂavor to foods.

Use Chesapeake Bay Spice to season and garnish all
types of seafood. You’ll get a consistent, great ﬂavor
every time without having to stock a number of different
spices. A spice blend offers convenience with no extra
ordering, stocking or measuring.

Cinnamon Sticks
69336 · Durkee · 9 OZ

Whole Cloves
68065 · Durkee · 9 OZ

Cinnamon Sticks retain their aroma and ﬂavor longer
in the bark form than the ground form. This cinnamon
stick is an attractive, high-quality product that can be
used in hot beverages, as speciﬁed in recipes, or
as aneye-catching garnish.

These Whole Cloves are packed using only the highest quality
cloves. This product contains the head attached to the stem,
while many other products will contain pieces of head and stem
only. This is important, as a major use of Whole Cloves is to stud
meats, and the entire clove is needed.

C-G
cream of tartar
68074 · Durkee · 29 OZ

Ground Cumin
68126 · Durkee · 15 OZ

Using Cream of Tartar will improve the quality of egg
foams, candy and frostings. It will also add tenderness
to foods. Using Cream of Tartar in cakes will make the
cake grain ﬁner and moister.

This Ground Cumin is ground using the cool head milling
process, giving it a consistent quality and ﬂavor. This
process also gives it an increased ﬂavor proﬁle over many other
products, which are usually ambiently ground.

Curry Powder
68128 · Durkee · 17 OZ

Dill Weed
68131 · Durkee · 5 OZ

This Curry Powder is pre-blended for convenience,
ensuring a consistent end product time after time.
It will also save money due to the reduction of labor,
time and cost of multiple ingredients.

This Dill Weed consists of only the highest quality
product. You will ﬁnd it is very dark in color, adding a
nice visual appearance to your dishes. It also has a much
greatershelf life than fresh dill.

Fennel Seed
69241 · Durkee · 14 OZ
Fennel Seed can be used whole or ground, depending
upon your required visual effect. It provides foods with a
characteristic anise-like ﬂavor and complements many
dishes like pork, ﬁsh, cheeses and cabbage.

Granulated Garlic
68137 · Durkee · 24 OZ
Granulated Garlic provides more consistent quality and ﬂavor
than fresh garlic. It also provides ease of use, less labor, less
preparation time and a longer shelf life.

Granulated Garlic
68139 · trader’s choice · 5.5#

Garlic powder
68156 · Durkee · 21 OZ

Granulated Garlic provides more consistent quality and
ﬂavor than fresh garlic. It also provides ease of use, less
labor, less preparation time and a longer shelf life.

Garlic Powder provides more consistent quality and ﬂavor than
fresh garlic. It also provides ease of use, less labor, less waste,
less preparation time and a longer shelf life.

G-O
Garlic Salt
68147 · Durkee · 40 OZ

Ground Ginger
68151 · Durkee · 16 OZ

Garlic Salt offers convenience and ease of use by presenting
a consistent blend and a high-quality garlic ﬂavor. This
product contains no added MSG.

Ground Ginger offers a consistent and easy way to add the
ﬂavor of ginger to foods. Since this product is milled using the
cool head milling process, you will ﬁnd that it is stronger in
ﬂavor than many other products.

Italian Seasoning
68178 · Durkee · 6 OZ

Jamaican Jerk Seasoning
68063 · Durkee · 25 OZ

Italian Seasoning is a convenient, consistent,
economical blend of herbs. Use Italian Seasoning and
save time and always have a consistent ﬂavor proﬁle
versus blending your own. It offers a signature ﬂavor
that can offer added value to the menu.

Jamaican Jerk Seasoning provides a convenient way to
create island-style dishes without measuring numerous
seasonings individually. This convenience saves time and
money and simpliﬁes preparation. It offers a consistent
ﬂavor proﬁle bottle after bottle.

Fine Ground Mustard Seed
68181 · Durkee · 14 OZ
Ground Mustard is easy and convenient to use. The ﬂavor of
this mustard will blend well with other products, especially
lemon juice and horseradish, making it a popular product to
use for meat slurries, pastes and sauces.

Minced Onion
68241 · Durkee · 14 OZ
Minced Onions provide a more consistent quality and ﬂavor
than fresh onions, as the user will experience the same
ﬂavor year-round. This product offers economic savings,
as it cuts waste, preparation time and labor while offering a
longer shelf life. No need for peeling and chopping!

Granulated Onion
68201 · Durkee · 20 OZ
Granulated Onion provides a more consistent quality and ﬂavor
than fresh onions. It also provides ease of use, less labor, less
waste, less preparation time and a longer shelf life.

Old Bay Seasoning
93048 · Old Bay · 24 OZ
Since 1939, Old Bay has offered a unique blend of 18 herbs
and spices, including celery salt, paprika, red and black
pepper. This all-purpose seasoning can spice up anything
from seafood to chicken.

O-P
Onion Powder
68191 · Durkee · 20 OZ

Oregano Leaves
68238 · Durkee · 1.5
1.5#

Onion Powder provides more consistent quality and ﬂavor
than fresh onions. It also provides ease of use, less labor,
less waste, less preparation time and a longer shelf life.

The leaf form of Oregano offers a convenient and quick way
to add Italian ﬂavor to foods, while at the same time,
increasing their visual appeal.

Spanish Paprika
68351 · Durkee · 16 OZ

Parsley Flakes
68247 · Durkee · 2 OZ

Spanish Paprika lends an appealing ﬂavor to foods, as well
as a beautiful red-to-orange color. It also offers consistent
ﬂavor and color time after time.

Parsley Flakes rehydrate very quickly and offer an easy
and attractive way to add color to foods. Parsley ﬂakes are
more consistent in color and size and offer cost savings
over fresh parsley. The use of Parsley Flakes requires no
labor and there is no waste.

Parsley Flakes
68249 · Durkee · 11 OZ

Parsley Flakes
68246 · Trader’s Choice · 11 OZ

Parsley Flakes rehydrate very quickly and offer an easy
and attractive way to add color to foods. Parsley ﬂakes are
more consistent in color and size and offer cost savings
over fresh parsley. The use of Parsley Flakes requires no
labor and there is no waste.

Parsley Flakes rehydrate very quickly and offer an easy
and attractive way to add color to foods. Parsley ﬂakes are
more consistent in color and size and offer cost savings
over fresh parsley. The use of Parsley Flakes requires no
labor and there is no waste.

Pickling Spice Mixed
68301 · Durkee · 12 OZ
Since Pickling Spice mixes together all the most popular
pickling spices, it saves the user the cost of purchasing
multiple ingredients. It will also save money in time and
labor, as it is quick and easy to use.

Black Pepper Coarse Grind
68263 · Durkee · 5#
Coarse Grind Black Pepper does not present a dusty
appearance. It is visually appealing and the uniformity
of the grind provides consistent quality.

P
Black Pepper Dustless Ground
68260 · Trader’s Choice · 5#

Black Pepper Regular Grind
68258 · Durkee · 18 OZ

The smaller particles of Black Pepper Dustless give a
more intense pepper ﬂavor. This product disperses well in
foods such as soups, stews, sauces and gravies, allowing a
consistent ﬂavor throughout the recipe.

The smaller particles of Ground Black Pepper give a more
intense pepper ﬂavor. This product disperses well in foods
such as soups, stews, sauces and gravies, allowing a
consistent ﬂavor throughout the recipe.

Black Pepper Regular Grind
68259 · Durkee · 5#
The smaller particles of Ground Black Pepper give a more
intense pepper ﬂavor. This product disperses well in
foods such as soups, stews, sauces and gravies, allowing a
consistent ﬂavor throughout the recipe.

Cayenne Pepper Ground
68261 · Durkee · 16 OZ
Since this product has already been ground, it is an easy
and convenient way to add heat to foods. With Cayenne
Pepper, there is no need to spend time and labor cutting
and grinding up whole chilies.

Black Pepper Whole
68251 · Durkee · 18 OZ
Whole Black Pepper imparts the ﬂavor of pepper without
having ﬁne particles present. This pepper has been sized
speciﬁcally to use in pepper mills.

Lemon Pepper
68296 · Durkee · 28 OZ
This Lemon Pepper is pre-blended, and provides a consistent
blend that will save time, labor and money, while helping to
add variety and value to your menu. (MSG free)

Red Pepper crushed
68266 · Durkee · 12 OZ

Red Pepper crushed
68264 · Durkee · 3.75#

Crushed Red Pepper is an easy and convenient way to add
heat to foods. Its bright red color adds attractive visual
appeal when mixed in or sprinkled on foods.

Crushed Red Pepper is an easy and convenient way to add heat
to foods. Its bright red color adds attractive visual appeal when
mixed in or sprinkled on foods.

P-S
white pepper ground
68281 · Durkee · 17 OZ

Poppy Seed Whole
68316 · Durkee · 20 OZ

Ground White Pepper blends uniformly and colorlessly
into foods. Use where the visual appearance of black
pepper would be objectionable.

Poppy Seeds will add a nutty ﬂavor and crunchy texture.
They are visually appealing when mixed into foods or
sprinkled on as a garnish.

Poultry Seasoning
68321 · Durkee · 10 OZ
This is a convenient, consistent and economical blend of
spices that can be used in all types of poultry dishes.

Rotisserie Seasoning
68308 · Durkee · 25 OZ
This product can be used as a dry application by sprinkling
the seasoning on before cooking or as a wet application
by mixing seasoning with oil. You don’t have to have
a rotisserie oven to use this product. Traditional Style
Rotisserie Seasoning lets you create a value added menu
item with minimal ingredient cost.

Rosemary Leaf
68332 · Durkee · 6 OZ
The added visual appeal this product can bring to foods
is a great addition to a variety of dishes. Rosemary
adds a savory ﬂavor touch.

Salad Seasoning with Romano Cheese
68338 · Durkee · 23 OZ
This is a convenient, pre-blended seasoning that offers a
consistent, cost-efﬁcient way to create signature menu
items. The ﬂavor is unique with nutty sesame seeds, and the
appearance is visually pleasant.

Black Sesame Seed
68044 · Durkee · 19 OZ

Whole White Sesame Seed
68317 · Durkee · 19 OZ

Black Sesame Seeds make a perfect addition to many Asian
dishes. Use to garnish breads or breadsticks. They are also
delicious on chicken, ﬁsh, vegetables and salads.

White Sesame Seeds add a nutty ﬂavor to foods, while
at the same time, adding visual appeal. They are an easy
way to add texture to foods.

S-z
Steak Seasoning
68343 · Durkee · 26 OZ

Taco Mex Seasoning
69269 · Durkee · 9 OZ

This unique blend provides a robust ﬂavor that allows you
to create your own signature entrees. By adding as little as
a penny to the food cost, you can charge a premium price.
This product is preblended to save labor and time, while
providing a consistent ﬂavor proﬁle.

A gluten-free blend of mild spices and herbs that makes
up the perfect, traditional taco ﬂavor. The 9 oz. pouch is
speciﬁcally designed to combine with 10 lbs. of ground
beef to make a large batch of taco meat. This is ideal for
schools, colleges, healthcare facilities, buffets or any
large scale dining hall format.

Tarragon Leaves
68366 · Durkee · 4 OZ

Whole Thyme leaves
10987 · Durkee · 6 OZ

Because of the unique taste of Tarragon Leaves, you can
create a high quality menu item with the addition of Whole
Tarragon Leaves. They can be used to construct a value
added or signature item for menus.

Whole Thyme Leaves offer not only the minty
characteristic of thyme, but also offer an attractive way
to add visual appeal to foods. This product will savetime
and labor over using fresh thyme.

Ground Turmeric
68048 · Durkee · 15 OZ
Turmeric offers a consistent ﬂavor proﬁle and
bright, vibrant color.

imitation vanilla Flavor
68182 · Durkee · 16 OZ
Since this product does not contain alcohol, it will not
dissipate when used during baking or when added to hot
liquids like pure vanilla extract does.
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